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Summary
Correctly injecting recorded multicomponent seismic data to
generate receiver-side wavefield is a major step in elastic
reverse time migration (RTM). In land reflection survey, the
data are often recorded at the free surface where the traction
free condition is naturally maintained. Based on the
representation theorem, we propose a numerical approach to
inject receiver-side signals from a free surface to reconstruct
the receive-side wavefield. By injecting the traction-free
time-reversed multicomponent seismic records from the
surface, the method can generate correct down-going
wavefields, which can further be used in the elastic RTM.
Numerical examples are used to validate the injection and
wavefield reconstruction procedure. Synthetic dataset is
calculated in a model with a free surface boundary condition,
and then re-injected to the model with a traction-free
boundary condition. The reconstructed wavefields are
carefully compared to the original forward propagated
waves to evaluate the accuracy of the boundary treatment.
By combining the regenerated receiver-side wavefield, the
source-side wavefield and a vectorized image condition, we
also tested the multicomponent elastic RTM. The PP, PS, SP
and SS images are calculated.
Introduction
The representation theorem (e.g., Aki and Richards, 1980) is
the basis to reconstruct wavefields for elastic reverse time
migration (RTM) and full waveform inversion (FWI). A
complete reconstruction requires the seismic wavefield
including both displacement and traction known on a closed
surface, within which the wavefield being reconstructed.
However, in data acquisition practice, these conditions are
rarely satisfied. Seismic survey usually covers only part of
the surface of a geology body. For example, typical
reflection seismology is conducted on the earth’s surface and
does not include the traction data, except for some special
acquisitions (e.g., the 4C data from ocean bottom). Therefore,
the issues we are facing are how to improve the accuracy of
reconstructed wavefields from incomplete boundary
conditions. Given that the side and bottom wavefields are
unlikely available, investigations mostly focused on how to
better inject the recorded wavefield from the top surface and
generate backpropagated wavefield as accurate as possible.
There have been discussions on how to provide missing
traction information (e.g., Wu 1989; Wapenaar and
Fokkema, 2006). Considering that most seismic surveys are
conducted on or very close to the free surface, it is expected
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the boundary condition on the earth’s top surface will
guarantee zero tractions in seismic records.
The consistent boundary condition is even more important
under the elastic case than in acoustic case since elastic
boundary condition is maintained by coupled vectorized P
and S waves. Incorrectly injected P-wave can generate not
only P-artifacts but also S-artifacts and vice versa. If near
surface heterogeneities are involved, body-to-surface wave
coupling can also generate secondary body and surface
scatterings. Correct boundary conditions are required to
couple these phases into propagating modes in the
subsurface. Many existed numerical implementations
focused on reducing non-physical artifacts with consistent
boundary conditions (e.g., Mittet, 1994; Ravasi and Curtis,
2013; Masson et al., 2014; Robertsson et al., 2014; Rakens
and Weibull, 2016; Koene and Robertsson, 2018; Lim and
Sava, 2019; Han and Xie, 2019, WTOPI Consortium Report).
However, few of them addressed the effects of free surface.
In this study, we will focus on injecting seismic data, which
are generated on a free surface, back to subsurface to
generate the down-going wavefield with a traction-free
boundary condition. Numerical examples are used to
validate the proposed method. Both forward and
reconstructed wavefields are carefully compared, and their
accuracies are evaluated. With the reconstructed wavefields,
elastic RTMs are performed and the PP, PS, SP and SS
images are calculated.
Method
The representation theorem can be expressed as (e.g., Aki
and Richards, 1980)
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where fi is the concentrated force, u ,
is the
displacement vector, is the location on the boundary, n j
is the normal vector of the boundary S , cijkl is the stiffness
tensor. The Green’s function Gin and its partial derivative
Gkn ,l act as wave propagators for monopole, dipole, and
couple sources. When considering an isotropic elastic case,
and neglecting contributions of volumetric sources, equation
1 can be expressed as the sum of two surface integrals
u n x, t
I1 I 2 , with
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Kronecker delta. Integrals I1 and I 2 correspond to type-I
and -II elastic Rayleigh integrals (Wu, 1989; Wapenaar and
Haime, 1990). The above equations describe the forward
process. For elastic RTM, the data ui , should be timereversed into ui

transparent boundary, both traction and particle velocities
are required.
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wavefields. In a general case, to reconstruct the wavefield
inside S , both two integrals are required (refer to Figure 1a).
However, on the free surface, Ti disappears and only I 2 is
required. Under this circumstance, the closed surface
includes both free surface and transparent boundaries as
shown in Figure 1b. If only free surface information is
available, as in the practical situation, we have to inject the
data from free surface, which is an unclosed boundary as
shown in Figure 1c.

Figure 1. Illustration of representation theorem, wavefield
injection and reconstruction, with (a) closed transparent
surface with both traction and velocity conditions, (b) closed
boundary with mixed transparent and free surfaces, and (c)
only unclosed free surface part is known.

First, we test our method in a 2D half-space model shown in
Figure 2, with its background parameters labeled in the
figure. The top side of the model is a free surface and the rest
three sides are transparent surfaces. A dislocation source at
(2.5 km, 1.25 km) is used to generate both P and S waves,
and the source time function is a 30-Hz Ricker wavelet.
During the forward modeling, velocities are recorded on the
free surface, and both tractions and velocities are recorded
along other three sides. To reconstruct the backpropagated
waves, the velocity records from the free surface are injected
from the top surface using the traction-free equation 3.
Meantime, traction and velocity data from other three sides
are also time-reversed and injected, illustrated by Figure 1b.
The purpose of doing such “unrealistic” injections from side
and bottom boundaries is that we want to reduce as much as
possible the artifacts resulted from these missing boundaries.
This allows us to investigate subtle inconsistencies in
handling the free-surface boundary condition. When
conducting actual RTM test, we will drop information from
side and bottom boundaries. The original and reconstructed
wavefields are compared in Figure 3, where 3a and 3b are xand z-component snapshots of forward wavefield at 0.3, 0.6,
0.9, and 1.2 s; and 3c and 3d are their reconstructed
counterparts. We see that wavefields are accurately
reconstructed.

Figure 2. The half-space model, with model parameters and
acquisition geometry are labeled in the figure.

Time reversed seismic records are injected at the boundary
as equivalent sources. The Green’s functions Gin and Gkn ,l
represent responses from these sources, i.e., monopoles,
dipoles, and couples, which can be properly embedded in the
FD propagator using concentrated force and moment tensor
sources (e.g., Xie and Yao, 1988). Combining these
equivalent sources we can compose required boundary
condition. In the proposed method, we use the traction free
boundary condition for free surface data, and for the
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Figure 3. Forward (a)-(b) and reconstructed (c)-(d)
wavefield snapshots in a half-space model. Free surface
recorded data are injected using the traction-free boundary
condition.
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Second, we consider a more complex case, where two local
heterogeneity patches with ±10% P and S velocity
perturbations are added to the half-space model below the
free surface (highlighted by gray and white rectangles in
Figure 2), and a shallow explosion source at (2.5 km, 0.01
km) is used. The shallow source and near surface
heterogeneities generate not only primary P, S and Rayleigh
waves, but also secondary scattered body and surface waves.
Figures 4a and 4b show the forward propagated x- and zcomponent snapshots at 0.3, 0.6, 0.9, and 1.2 s, while 4c and
4d show the correspondent reconstructed wavefields.
Figures 4e and 4f compare forward (red) and backward (blue)
propagated x- and z-component waveforms at 4 horizontal
locations 1.3, 1.7, 3.3, and 3.7 km, and at depth 0.01 km.
Both snapshots and waveforms demonstrate the injection
process perfectly regenerates the original wavefields,
including primary P, S and Rayleigh waves, as well as
scattered body and surface waves by shallow scatterers near
the free surface. The slight differences are resulted from
diffracted signals from two upper corners due to the
ambiguity of normal directions there.

Figure 4. Comparisons between the forward and the
reconstructed wavefield snapshots and waveforms, with (a)
and (b) forward snapshots, (c) and (d) reconstructed
snapshots, and forward (blue solid lines) and reconstructed
(red solid lines) (e) x-component and (f) z-component
waveforms.
Next, we test the injection/reconstruction on a five-layer
model shown in Figure 5, with its parameters and acquisition
geometry labeled in the figure. The forward wavefields are
generated by a vertical concentrated force at (2.7 km, 1.1
km), indicated by a red vertical arrow. Figures 6a and 6b
show x- and z-component forward propagated snapshots at
0.3, 0.5, 0.7, and 0.9 s. Figures 6c and 6d show the
reconstructed counterparts. The original wavefields have
been perfectly reconstructed.
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In above numerical examples, we accurately reconstruct the
original wavefield by injecting signals from both free surface
and three other transparent boundaries (the case illustrated
in Figure 1b). The results demonstrate that the wavefield
generated from the top surface contributes correctly to the
total wavefield. In other words, the current numerical system
based on traction-free condition correctly regenerates the
wavefield from free surface. Next, we test the reconstruction
using free surface data only (the case in Figure 1c). Under
this circumstance, the artifacts are supposed to be mostly
resulted from missing information from other three sides.
Figure 7 compares the z-component wavefield snapshots
generated by a shallow explosion source at (2.0 km, 0.01 km)
(blue star in Figure 5). In Figure 6, the columns from left to
right show snapshots at 0.8, 1.1, and 1.4 s. Shown in the top
row are forward propagated waves. In the bottom row are
reconstructed wavefields using free surface data and
traction-free injection (equation 3). The direct P, S and
Rayleigh waves are muted before performing injections.
Therefore, they are not shown in the reconstructed waves.
The reflected P and S waves from deeper structures are
properly reconstructed. The existing artifacts are mostly
generated due to missing information from other three
boundaries.

Figure 5. The five-layer model, with its parameters and
acquisition geometry are labeled. The free surface is
highlighted by the blue solid line.

Figure 6. Forward (a)-(b) and reconstructed (c)-(d)
wavefield snapshots in the five-layer model. Columns from
left to right show snapshots at 0.3, 0.6, 0.9, and 1.2 s.
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contribution to the regenerated subsurface wavefield. By
using the reconstructed receiver-side waves, vectorized
multicomponent elastic RTM was conducted, and PP, PS, SP
and SS images were calculated.
Acknowledgements

Figure 7. (a) Forward propagated and (b) reconstructed zcomponent snapshots with traction-free injection. Columns
from left to right are at 0.8, 1.1, and 1.4 s.
Using the reconstructed wavefield mentioned above, we test
multicomponent elastic RTM of the five-layer model. The
acquisition geometry is similar to the previously used one,
but the surface sources and receivers are extended for
additional 1 km on both left and right sides to improve the
subsurface illumination. The source depth is 0.01 km and a
15-Hz Ricker wavelet is used. During the wavefield
extrapolation, both the source- and receiver-side wavefields
are decomposed into P and S modes using a decoupled
vector wavefield propagator (e.g., Wang and McMechan,
2015), followed by a vectorized imaging condition (e.g., Xie
and Wu, 2005; Yan and Xie, 2012) to generate RTM images.
Illustrated in Figures 8a - 8d are PP, PS, SP and SS images.
All images are properly calculated, except for the lowwavenumber artifacts at shallow depth caused by turning
waves. The PS image show better resolution than the PP
image due to its short wavelength.
Finally, we test the wavefield reconstruction and elastic
RTM imaging using a more complicated reservoir model.
Shown in Figure 9a is the P-wave velocity model. The S
velocity is obtained from the P velocity by assuming a
Poisson solid, and the density is determined from the P
velocity using the Gardner’s empirical relation (Gardner et
al., 1974). The top boundary of the model is a free surface,
indicated by the blue line in Figure 9a. Total 101 shots cover
the free surface and extend 1 km on both left and right sides
to improve the illumination. Multicomponent surface
velocities with ±6.0 km maximum offsets are injected using
the traction-free condition for elastic RTM. Direct P, S
arrivals and Rayleigh waves are muted from the records.
Again, no boundary information from two sides and bottom
are used. Figures 9b and 9c illustrate the PP and PS images,
respectively. All images are properly calculated.
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Figure 8. Elastic multicomponent RTM images for the fivelayer model, with (a) to (d) are for PP, PS, SP, and SS images.

Figure 9. The reservoir model and elastic RTM images, with
(a) P-wave velocity model, (b) PP and (c) PS images.

Conclusions
Based on the representation theorem, we proposed an elastic
multicomponent free-surface wavefield injection method to
generate down-going waves for elastic RTM. To meet the
free surface condition, the traction-free boundary was used.
Numerical examples demonstrated the proposed wavefield
injection method can accurately calculate the free-surface
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